ISLE OF WIGHT STEAM RAILWAY
FESTIVAL OF TRANSPORT
MODEL RAILWAY LAYOUTS
Tilgate (SR South Western lines) 00 scale. WMRG Club member’s layout.
This layout takes on a different appearance each time it is shown. In the past it’s shown Pullman trains
through the years, The Brighton Line in south London, Blackwater main line extension to the WaterlooPutney lines, Tilgate Forest in Sussex just to the south of three bridges, Manors station on the Tyneside
electric network and now Tilgate , a fictional station on the South Western main Line. You’ll see loads of
Bullied Pacifics, Standard 5s etc and of course Portsmouth Electrics, all set in the 1960s.

Childrens “HAVE A GO” layout with THOMAS 00 scale, Wight Model Railway Group

Some really good scenery and buildings, showing what you can do on a very simple layout.
This popular layout is available for children to “Have a go” and drive Thomas and his friends around their
railway. So come and have a go but slow down on the bends or you’ll crash!

GRAFHAM WATER 00 scale club layout by Wight Model Railway Group with DCC operation.

Originally built as a german layout in HO scale.
This year we have replaced the foreign scenery and feature a single line “WHAT IF” cross country layout in
the early ‘60s. Steam is going and being replaced by various early prototype diesels.
A digital control layout with stock pooled from club members.

DIESEL MOTIVE POWER DEPOT OO Scale layout with DCC operation but with manual point control. A simple

and cheap to construct layout using various kits.
A MPD of the early ‘60s with some considerable license to exhibit a large range of diesels of the era.

STREETLEY By Ian Smith, WMRG member living in South Wales.

GIVE IT A GO! Streetley is an interactive shunting exercise where you can participate in working the layout .
See if you can be the shunter for the layout telling the driver where to place the wagons. The layout
measures just 120cm by 30cm ( 4ft by 1ft) but it’s packed with puzzles and requires some skill to get it
right. GIVE IT A GO!

